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Extended Abstract 
Heat exchanger networks (HEN) are major consumption units which are energy efficient and economical in the 

chemical and processing industry [1]. The design of heat exchanger networks is a subject that has received significant 

attention for quite some time. One of the methods for optimal design of heat exchanger networks is the passivity concept 

[2] which is the analysis of the general process stability that can be used as a powerful tool in analysing dynamic systems 

and controller design [3]. This concept is implemented to guarantee controllability and robust controller tuning. Thus, this 

work mainly focuses on the application of a passivity method for heat exchanger networks of the Ethyl Benzene process 

[4] and to perform an analysis of a network cost index after the process improvement by the Aspen Energy Analyzer. 

Dynamic models are generated for all variables of the unit in the state space domain. Subsequently, the state space model 

of heat exchanger networks is formulated to study the concept of passivity and is analysed in terms of transfer functions, 

while the control structure is analysed by linear matrix inequality. Then, these transfer functions are analysed by the 

passivity index to indicate that the heat exchanger networks are passive or not. In addition, the presence of passivity 

behaviour is dependent upon its possible pairing schemes. Therefore, the magnitude of the passivity index was used to rank 

the pairing schemes. Consequently, the passivity based decentralized unconditional stability PI controllers for this system 

were designed and verified with the Aspen Dynamics Simulator. Moreover, the control performance was tested with a set 

point temperature and disturbance changes by the comparison of both auto and passivity tunes. The results show that the 

analysis of an Ethyl benzene plant with the heat exchanger networks by using the Aspen Energy Analyzer has a total cost 

of 3.764×103 cost/years or 98.3% of the target. As part of the control system, it was found that the paring of scheme 1 (1-

1/2-2/3-3/4-4) is the best pairing. This pairing scheme provided the largest frequency bandwidth and did not require an 

offset at all. Although the set point and disturbance has been changed, scheme 1 presented good results. Furthermore, this 

scheme includes four controllers which are TCC1, TCC2, TCH1 and TCH2. The response of these controllers for passivity 

based control reach the set point temperature very smoothly at 0.3, 0.1, 3.2 and 4.7 hours, respectively. On the other hand, 

the auto PI control for these controllers reach the set point temperature at 1.5, 1.5, and 0.75 for TCC1, TCC2 and TCH1 

respectively. The set point temperature was not reached for TCH2. In conclusion, the passive controllers outperform the 

auto PI tuning controllers. 
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